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Abstract: Biolox® delta has been widely used in joint replacements thanks to its high strength
and wear resistance. In this study, eleven Biolox® delta femoral head retrievals affected by metal
transfer (MT) were analysed by Raman spectroscopy to estimate the tetragonal to monoclinic zirconia
phase transformation, whose occurrence may compromise ceramic chemical stability and mechanical
strength. The residual stress state was evaluated by both Raman and photoemission spectroscopy.
Vm monoclinic zirconia contents were higher near the centre of the articulating surface and in the
MT area than in the border control area of the retrievals. In only one retrieval, stress related to MT
appeared a more severe condition, able to induce zirconia phase transformation; for all the others,
stresses related to loading in the central region and related to MT, were conducive to a zirconia phase
transformation of nearly the same extent. Vm depth profiling analyses showed that the transformation
involved different thicknesses in different samples. Raman data allowed for the investigation of the
mechanism of zirconia phase transformation and confirmed that the growth stage was absent and the
nucleation stage was not occurring as freely as it would in unconstrained zirconia.
Keywords: Biolox® delta; retrievals; hip joint prostheses; femoral heads; wear; metal transfer;
zirconia phase transformation; Raman spectroscopy; photoemission spectroscopy

1. Introduction
Biolox® delta is a zirconia toughened alumina (ZTA) commercial product developed by CeramTec
AG (Germany) for biomedical applications. More in detail, Biolox® delta is made of yttria-stabilized
tetragonal zirconia particles (Y-TZP) homogeneously dispersed into an alumina matrix [1]: the alumina
content is about 75% in weight with an average grain size around 0.54 µm, while the Y-TZP content
is about 24% by weight, with an average grain size around 0.27 µm. Biolox® delta composite also
contains 1% of Cr2 O3 , together with less abundant compounds, such as SrO [1].
Alumina is chemically stable and confers hardness and wear resistance to the material, while
Y-TZP particles are included into the formulation to improve its mechanical properties; indeed, they
produce local pressure peaks in the area of cracks, counteracting their propagation.
Besides this strengthening mechanism (common to all ZTA ceramics), Biolox® delta has another
active characteristic. In fact, SrO forms platelet-like crystals that prevent crack initiation and
propagation by deflecting the crack path and neutralizing its energy, thereby increasing the strength and
toughness of the material. On the other hand, Cr2 O3 is included into the formulation to counterbalance
the reduction of hardness caused by the introduction of zirconia, although the actual impact of Cr2 O3
on hardness in Biolox® delta is still under discussion [2,3].
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Biolox® delta ceramic is currently used to manufacture prosthetic components for joint
replacement (i.e., hip, knee, shoulder) and offers excellent performances thanks to its high strength,
wear resistance and stability, nontoxicity, and biocompatibility in vivo [4–6]. However, recent studies
have demonstrated the presence of a close relation between stress and the tetragonal to monoclinic
zirconia phase transformation, which may compromise ceramic mechanical strength [7,8] and chemical
stability [9,10]. Moreover, this transformation involves a volume expansion (3–4%) that induces
additional compressive stresses [11–16].
The occurrence of tetragonal to monoclinic zirconia transformation in Biolox® delta is not the
only unfavourable aspect; an additional one (also common to other ceramic materials) concerns metal
transfer (MT), which may alter the bearing surface (e.g., due to head dislocation, closed reduction
procedures, impingement, or third-body wear particle entrapment in the articulating zone [17]), and
could have detrimental effects on wear [18].
MT has a dark and metallic colour and may consist of titanium (Ti) or cobalt-chromium (CoCr)
alloy and has been shown to increase the surface roughness of ceramic femoral heads [19,20]. MT can
occur in different phases:

•
•
•

through intraoperative reduction of total hip arthroplasty (THA) if the ceramic head comes into
contact with the acetabular rim [21];
during primary THA if there are any intraoperative difficulties in reduction or if multiple
dislocation/relocation manoeuvres are necessary during surgery [19];
after surgery [15].

The present study was aimed at investigating a series of Biolox® delta femoral head retrievals in
order to estimate tetragonal to monoclinic zirconia phase transformation by Raman spectroscopy and
to evaluate residual stress state by using both Raman and photoemission spectroscopy.
Retrievals were analysed in their border (control area), at the centre of the articulating surface
(i.e., the most worn area) and near the MT region, in order to assess if MT related stress may aggravate
zirconia phase transformation.
Raman spectroscopy appeared a valid method to evaluate tetragonal to monoclinic zirconia phase
transformation, thanks to the characteristic Raman bands assigned to the two polymorphs, whose
intensity is proportional to their concentration, thus allowing to calculate the zirconia monoclinic
phase volume fraction [13,22–24].
The residual stress state of the material was assessed by exploiting its piezospectroscopic effect,
which causes a shift of the spectral bands (Raman, IR or photoemission bands) in response to an
applied strain or stress [25–30]; in the present study, the changes induced by stress in the wavenumber
position and width of the Raman bands of zirconia, as well as of the photoemission bands (R1 and R2 )
due to Cr3+ [25,26] have been investigated.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials
Ceramic femoral heads were explanted during revision arthroplasty at Rizzoli Orthopaedic
Institute (Bologna, Italy) and catalogued in a Register of Orthopaedic Prosthetic Explants (REPO).
Eleven Biolox® delta femoral heads removed from 11 patients after different periods (ranging between
0.1 and 5.4 years), were selected as affected by the MT phenomenon.
The femoral heads were cleaned by submersion in an enzymatic detergent and wiped with acetone
before being observed.
All patients had undergone a primary THA at our hospital between 2006 and 2011, comprising of
four women and seven men, and they were aged between 48 and 82 years at revision. In most cases,
the reason for failure was aseptic loosening of the acetabular component.
More details are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Details on the Biolox® delta retrievals under study (head surface area, MT area, and MT rate
% data from [31]).
Table 1. Details on the Biolox® delta retrievals under study (head surface area, MT area, and MT rate %
MT
data fromAge
[31]).
Head
at
Follow-Up
Implant
Implantation
Head Surface
MT Area
Number

Surgery
Head

(yr)

Age at

#1 Number 69Surgery
#2
62 69
#1
#3
68 62
#2
#3
#4
56 68
#4
#5
61 56
#5
61
#6
82
#6
82
#7
76 76
#7
#8
77 77
#8
#9
#9
48 48
#10
#10
68 68
#11
56
#11
56

Gender

Follow-Up
Gender
3.7
M
(yr)

2.4
3.7
5.4
2.4
5.4
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.5
0.5
1.9
1.9

MF
FF
FM
MF
F
M
M
FF
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

M

Side

Year

Implant
right
Side

Implantation
Year 2006

right
right
right
right
right
right
right
right
right
left
left
left
left
right
right
right
right
right
right
left
left

2006
2008
2008
2009
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2011
2011

2008
2008
2009
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2011
2011

Rate
%
Head Surface
MT Area MT Rate
2.5
Area (mm23392.9
)
(mm2 ) 85.8 %
95.3 2.5
3.4
3392.9 2824.9 85.8
127.93.4
3.8
2824.9 3392.9 95.3
3392.9 2804.8 127.9 286.13.8
10.2
2804.8 2804.8 286.1 160.910.2
5.7
2804.8
160.9
5.7
2804.8
71.9
2.6
2804.8
71.9
2.6
95.1 3.4
3.4
2764.6 2764.6 95.1
4.5
2804.8 2804.8 126.5 126.54.5
2804.8 2804.8 33.1
33.1 1.2
1.2
2804.8 2804.8 33.0
33.0 1.2
1.2
3415.5
234.5
6.9
3415.5
234.5
6.9
Area (mm2)

(mm2)

2.2.Micro-Raman
Micro-Ramanand
andPhotoemission
Photoemission Spectroscopy
Spectroscopy
2.2.
Micro-Raman spectra
spectra were
were obtained
obtained using
using aaJasco
JascoNRS-2000C
NRS-2000Cinstrument
instrument (Easton,
(Easton,MD,
MD,USA)
USA)in
in
Micro-Raman
−1 spectral resolution, using the 532 nm Green Diode Pumped
back-scattering
conditions
with
4
cm
−1
back-scattering conditions with 4 cm spectral resolution, using the 532 nm Green Diode Pumped
Solid State
(RgBLase
LLC,
Fremont,
CA, CA,
USA)USA)
with awith
power
of ca. 25
properly
Solid
State (DPSS)
(DPSS)Laser
LaserDriver
Driver
(RgBLase
LLC,
Fremont,
a power
ofmW,
ca. 25
mW,
filtered.
A
160
K
cooled
digital
CCD
(Spec-10:
100B,
Roper
Scientific
Inc.,
Trenton,
NJ,
USA)
was
used
properly filtered. A 160 K cooled digital CCD (Spec-10: 100B, Roper Scientific Inc., Trenton, NJ, USA)
as
a
detector.
The
spectra
were
recorded
under
different
conditions:
(a)
using
a
10
×
magnification
was used as a detector. The spectra were recorded under different conditions: (a) using a 10×
microscope; (b)
using a 100
magnification
microscopemicroscope
with a confocal
an aperture
magnification
microscope;
(b)×using
a 100× magnification
with apinhole
confocalwith
pinhole
with an
diameter
of
3000
µm;
and
(c)
using
a
100
×
magnification
microscope
with
a
confocal
pinhole
with an
aperture diameter of 3000 µm; and (c) using a 100× magnification microscope with a confocal pinhole
aperture
diameter
of
200
µm.
The
optical
conditions
(a)
were
used
for
comparison,
since
they
were
the
with an aperture diameter of 200 µm. The optical conditions (a) were used for comparison, since they
samethe
used
in our
previous
studies [13,14].
The other
optical
were chosen
to obtain
were
same
used
in our previous
studies [13,14].
The
other conditions
optical conditions
were chosen
to signals
obtain
from
a
more
limited
in-depth
region
(with
field
depths
of
about
20
and
10
µm,
respectively,
according
signals from a more limited in-depth region (with field depths of about 20 and 10 µm, respectively,
to previous
[32]),
and,[32]),
thus, and,
to gain
information
on the samples
according
tostudies
previous
studies
thus,
to gain information
on thesurface.
samples surface.
Retrievals
were
analysed
in
different
areas:
near
the
centre
of
the
articulating
surface
(i.e., (i.e.,
the most
Retrievals were analysed in different areas: near the centre of the articulating
surface
the
worn
area),
on
the
border
of
each
head
(which
was
taken
as
reference)
and
in
the
MT
area
(Figure
1);
most worn area), on the border of each head (which was taken as reference) and in the MT area
at least ten
spectra
recorded
in each
regioninunder
of under
the optical
specified
above.
(Figure
1); at
least were
ten spectra
were
recorded
each each
region
eachconditions
of the optical
conditions
In
the
border
region,
areas
free
from
scratches
and
metal
staining
were
chosen.
specified above. In the border region, areas free from scratches and metal staining were chosen.

Figure 1. Areas of the femoral head where the spectra were taken.
Figure 1. Areas of the femoral head where the spectra were taken.

The zirconia monoclinic phase volume fraction (Vm) was evaluated according to Katagiri et al. [22]
monoclinic
usingThe
the zirconia
following
equation:phase volume fraction (Vm ) was evaluated according to Katagiri et al. [22]
using the following equation:
I 183 + I 191
Im + Im
(1)(1)
V =
V
m = 2.2 × I 148 + I 183 + I 191
2.2 × It + Im + Im
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where I + 191
I
and148
I
were the areas of the monoclinic doublet at about 183 and 191 cm−1 and
where I183
were−1the areas of the monoclinic doublet at about 183 and 191 cm−1 and the
m + Im and It
the tetragonal band at 148 cm , respectively.
tetragonal band at 148 cm−1 , respectively.
Selected femoral heads were further analysed in the former area by recording the micro-Raman
Selected femoral heads were further analysed in the former area by recording the micro-Raman
spectra (100× magnification, pinhole 200 µm) at increasing depth below the bearing surface in three
spectra (100× magnification, pinhole 200 µm) at increasing depth below the bearing surface in three
to five different points. Femoral heads #1, #2, #5, #7, #9, #10, and #11 were chosen since they showed
to five different points. Femoral heads #1, #2, #5, #7, #9, #10, and #11 were chosen since they showed
a significant Vm increase in their MT areas compared to the border control region under optical
a significant Vm increase in their MT areas compared to the border control region under optical
conditions (b). Femoral head #3 was analysed due to its follow-up time, which was the highest among
conditions (b). Femoral head #3 was analysed due to its follow-up time, which was the highest among
the retrievals under study.
the retrievals under study.
All the femoral heads were analysed by photoemission spectroscopy. Spectra were recorded in
All the femoral heads were analysed
by photoemission spectroscopy. Spectra were recorded in
back-scattering conditions with 0.5 cm−1 spectral resolution using the above mentioned instrument,
back-scattering conditions with 0.5 cm−1 spectral resolution using the above mentioned instrument,
laser and detector. Spectra were recorded using optical conditions (a), (b), and (c), as described above,
laser and detector. Spectra were recorded using optical conditions (a), (b), and (c), as described
in the same sample regions (at least ten spectra for each region). To ensure that no laser heating
above, in the same sample regions (at least ten spectra for each region). To ensure that no laser heating
occurred, all measurements were performed at a low laser power (i.e., 1 mW). Instrumental fluctuations
occurred, all measurements were performed at a low laser power (i.e., 1 mW). Instrumental fluctuations
represent another source of possible variation in the measured frequency. In order to correct for this,
represent another source of possible variation
in the measured frequency. In order to correct for this,
a characteristic neon line at 14,431 cm−−11 was used as a frequency calibration standard. The bands
a characteristic neon line at 14,431 cm
was
used as a frequency calibration standard. The bands
monitored were at about 14,397 cm−−11 (R1) and 14,427 cm−−11(R2), assignable to the radiative electronic
monitored were at about
14,397 cm (R1 ) and 14,427 cm (R2 ), assignable to the radiative electronic
transitions of the Cr3+ ions present in Cr2O3 as well as in the Al2O3 lattice as substitutional impurities.
transitions of the Cr3+ ions present in Cr2 O3 as well as in the Al2 O3 lattice as substitutional impurities.
Width (expressed as full width at half maximum, FWHM), intensity and wavenumber of R1 and R2
Width (expressed as full width at half maximum, FWHM), intensity and wavenumber of R1 and R2
bands were determined by fitting the experimental spectra with mixtures of Lorentzian and Gaussian
bands were determined by fitting the experimental spectra with mixtures of Lorentzian and Gaussian
functions. Fitting was done using a commercial software (OPUS 6.5, Bruker Optik GmbH, Ettlingen,
functions. Fitting was done using a commercial software (OPUS 6.5, Bruker Optik GmbH, Ettlingen,
Germany).
Germany).
All Raman and photoluminescence measurements were made in a fully non-destructive manner,
All Raman and photoluminescence measurements were made in a fully non-destructive manner,
without any sample manipulation.
without any sample manipulation.
2.3. Statistical
2.3.
Statistical Analysis
Analysis
Photoemission and
distributions.
Therefore,
we used
a nonPhotoemission
and Raman
Ramandata
datahave
havenon-Gaussian
non-Gaussian
distributions.
Therefore,
we used
a
parametric
test.
A
non-parametric
Kruskal-Wallis
test
was
used
to
measure
statistical
significance
non-parametric test. A non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test was used to measure statistical significance
(set at
at pp <
< 0.05)
Dunn-Bonferroni post-hoc
post-hoc analysis
analysis was
was performed
performed for
for any
any dependent
dependent variable
variable
(set
0.05) and
and a
a Dunn-Bonferroni
for
which
the
Kruskal-Wallis
test
was
significant.
for which the Kruskal-Wallis test was significant.
3. Results
3.
Results
3.1. Photoemission Spectroscopy
A representative
representative emission
emissionspectrum
spectrumof
ofaaBiolox
Biolox®® delta
delta femoral
femoral head
head fitted
fittedinto
intothe
thetwo
twoRR11 and
and R
R22
components is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Representative photoemission spectrum of a Biolox® delta femoral head fitted into the R1
Figure 2. Representative photoemission spectrum of a Biolox® delta femoral head fitted into the R1
and R2 components.
and R2 components.

At room temperature, R1 and R2 bands are positioned at about 14,397 and 14,427 cm−1 (generally
with a ΔE (R2 − R1) ≈ 30 cm−1) indicating a ruby like high-field crystalline environment that causes a
spin-forbidden transition (2E→4A2) [33,34].
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At room temperature, R1 and R2 bands are positioned at about 14,397 and 14,427 cm−1 (generally
with a ∆E (R2 − R1 ) ≈ 30 cm−1 ) indicating a ruby like high-field crystalline environment that causes a
spin-forbidden transition (2 E→4 A2 ) [33,34].
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As shown in Figure 3 and Figure S1, Supplementary Material, R1 and R2 FWHM values measured
under optical
(b) were
mostly
coincident
with those
optical conditions
(c),
Asconditions
shown in Figure
3 and S1,
Supplementary
Material,
R1 andrecorded
R2 FWHMunder
values measured
under
but significantly
lower (in
mostmostly
samples)
compared
to those
obtained
conditions
optical conditions
(b) were
coincident
with those
recorded
underunder
opticaloptical
conditions
(c), but (a).
significantly
(in most
samples)
compared
to those obtained
under optical
conditions
(a).the retrievals
FWHM
valueslower
of both
R1 and
R2 bands
measured
in the unworn
control
areas of
FWHM values
of bothdecreasing
R1 and R2 bands
measured
in the unworn
control areas ofyear,
the retrievals
(Figure 3) showed
a generally
trend
as a function
of the implantation
although high
(Figure 3) showed a generally decreasing trend as a function of the implantation year, although high
batch-to-batch variations were detected, as it can be seen in Figure S2a,b, Supplementary Material.
batch-to-batch variations were detected, as it can be seen in Figure S2a,b, Supplementary Material.

Figure 3. The average FWHM values (FWHM ± standard deviation) of the R1 and R2 bands as obtained

Figure 3.
The
average
FWHM
values
± standard
deviation)
of the
1 and R
2 bands as
from
the fitting
of the
emission
spectra(FWHM
recorded under
optical conditions
(a) and
(b) inRdifferent
areas
obtained
the fitting
of® delta
the emission
spectra
recorded
under optical
(a)bars
and (b) in
of from
the explanted
Biolox
femoral heads.
When
present, different
letters onconditions
the histogram
® delta
indicate
significant
differences
among
the areas
of each
retrieval;
significant
different
areas of
the explanted
Biolox
femoral
heads.
Whenasterisks
present,indicate
different
letters on the
differences
between significant
the values measured
under
optical the
conditions
(a) each
and (b)
within theasterisks
same areaindicate
histogram
bars indicate
differences
among
areas of
retrieval;
and in the same retrieval.
significant differences between the values measured under optical conditions (a) and (b) within the
same area
andof
inthe
theretrievals,
same retrieval.
In any
no significant differences among the different areas (i.e., border control
area, centre, and MT area) were observed regarding wavenumber position or intensity of the R1 and
R2 bands.
In any
of the retrievals, no significant differences among the different areas (i.e., border control
Conversely, significant changes in FWHM were observed in femoral heads #2, #6, #9, and #10
area, centre, and MT area) were observed regarding wavenumber position or intensity of the R1 and
(Figure 3). For retrieval #2, the R2 FWHM value measured in the MT area was lower than the one of
R2 bands.
the border and the same trend was observed for the R1 band under optical conditions (a). For
Conversely,
changes
FWHMinwere
observed
femoral
heads
#2, #6, #9,
retrievals #6significant
and #9, FWHM
valuesin
measured
the MT
area wereinlower
than those
measured
bothand #10
(Figure in
3).the
For
retrieval
#2, the
R2 FWHM
value measured
in the
MT
area
was
lower
the one of
centre
and border
areas,
while in sample
#10, they were
lower
only
than
those
of thethan
border.
No and
significant
FWHM
changes
were detected
in the
area
of femoral
#4, due to
high
the border
the same
trend
was observed
for the
R1 MT
band
under
opticalhead
conditions
(a).theFor
retrievals
standard
deviation
associated
to
the
measurements.
However,
local
FWHM
increases
were
observed
#6 and #9, FWHM values measured in the MT area were lower than those measured both in the centre
in some single spectra, attaining values as high as 14.1 and 17.9 cm−1 for R1 and R2 bands, respectively.
and border areas, while in sample #10, they were lower only than those of the border. No significant
Spectral changes did not appear related to the follow-up time; in fact, the sample with the highest
FWHMfollow-up
changes (i.e.,
were#3)detected
in the MT
of femoral
due of
tothe
theemission
high standard
deviation
did not undergo
any area
significant
changehead
in the#4,
FWHM
bands, and
associated
to the measurements.
However,
local
FWHM
increases
werebyobserved
in lower
some single
the samples
that showed the most
significant
changes
were
characterized
significantly
(ranging
between
0.1 and
and 2.4
years).
spectra,follow-up
attainingtimes
values
as high
as 14.1
17.9
cm−1 for R1 and R2 bands, respectively.
Spectral changes did not appear related to the follow-up time; in fact, the sample with the highest
follow-up (i.e., #3) did not undergo any significant change in the FWHM of the emission bands, and the
samples that showed the most significant changes were characterized by significantly lower follow-up
times (ranging between 0.1 and 2.4 years).
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3.2. Micro-Raman Spectroscopy

3.2. Micro-Raman Spectroscopy

As an As
example,
Figure 4 shows the average micro-Raman spectra recorded under the optical
an example, Figure 4 shows the average micro-Raman spectra recorded under the optical
® delta femoral head #11.
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conditions
(a)
and
(b)
the
different
regions
conditions (a) andin(b)
in the
different
regionsof
of Biolox
Biolox® delta
femoral head #11.
3.2. Micro-Raman Spectroscopy
As an example, Figure 4 shows the average micro-Raman spectra recorded under the optical
conditions (a) and (b) in the different regions of Biolox® delta femoral head #11.

Figure 4. Average micro-Raman spectra recorded under optical conditions (a) and (b) in the border

Figure 4. Average micro-Raman spectra recorded under optical conditions (a) and (b) in the border
control area (black), near the centre of the articulating surface (blue), and in the MT area (red) of
control Biolox
area (black),
near the#11.
centre
of the articulating surface (blue), and in the MT area (red) of Biolox®
® delta retrieval
The bands assignable to alumina (A), tetragonal (T), and monoclinic (M)
delta retrieval
#11.indicated.
The bands assignable to alumina (A), tetragonal (T), and monoclinic (M) zirconia
zirconia are
are indicated.
Figure 4. Average micro-Raman spectra recorded under optical conditions (a) and (b) in the border

As already
observed
for centre
photoemission
measurements,
spectra
under
control
area (black),
near the
of the articulating
surface (blue),
and inmeasured
the MT area
(red) optical
of
conditions
were
practically
coincident
with those
recorded
the (T),
optical
(b) and,
Biolox®(c)
delta
retrieval
#11. The
bands assignable
to alumina
(A),under
tetragonal
and conditions
monoclinic (M)
Asthus,
already
observed
for photoemission measurements, spectra measured under optical conditions
are notare
reported.
zirconia
indicated.
(c) were practically
coincident
with
those recorded
under
theintensities,
optical conditions
and, thus, are
Spectra reported in Figure
4 showed,
with different
relative
the bands of(b)
tetragonal
−1) and monoclinic zirconia (at 623, 575, 538, 508, 480,
not reported.
zirconia
(at
about
645,
461,
318,
268,
and
148
cm
As already observed for photoemission measurements, spectra measured under optical
−1, belonging to alumina [37],
381, 338,
226,
191–183
) [35,36]; moreover,
the
band
atunder
419 cm
conditions
(c) and
were
practically
with those
recorded
the
optical conditions
Spectra
reported
in
Figurecm4−1coincident
showed,
with
different
relative
intensities,
the bands(b)ofand,
tetragonal
was
detected.
−
1
thus,
are
not
reported.
zirconia (at about 645, 461, 318, 268, and 148 cm ) and monoclinic zirconia (at 623, 575, 538, 508, 480,
In the spectra
recorded
near
centrewith
of the
articulating
surface
and in the
the bands
MT area
of femoral
Spectra
reported
in Figure
4 the
showed,
different
relative
intensities,
of tetragonal
381, 338, 226, and 191–183 cm−1 ) [35,36]; moreover,
the band at 419 cm−1 , belonging to alumina [37],
−1) andintensity
head #11,
conditions,
thecm
relative
of zirconia
the marker
bands
monoclinic
zirconia
(atunder
about all
645,optical
461, 318,
268, and 148
monoclinic
(at 623,
575,of
538,
508, 480,
was detected.
zirconia
higher than
those recorded
theband
border
control
suggesting
that in[37],
the
381,
338, appeared
226, and 191–183
cm−1)in[35,36];
moreover,inthe
at 419
cm−1,area,
belonging
to alumina
In was
the detected.
spectra
recorded
near thecontent
centrewas
of the
articulating
andqualitative
in the MTresult
areawas
of femoral
former
two areas
the monoclinic
higher
than in thesurface
latter. This
confirmed
by
quantitative
V
m
values
obtained
under
optical
conditions
(a)
and
(b)
on
the
retrievals
head #11, under
optical
conditions,
relative
ofsurface
the marker
monoclinic
In the all
spectra
recorded
near thethe
centre
of theintensity
articulating
and inbands
the MTof
area
of femoral zirconia
under
study
(Figure
5).
head
#11,
under
all those
opticalrecorded
conditions,
the suggesting
marker bands
of in
monoclinic
appeared
higher
than
in
inthe
therelative
borderintensity
control of
area,
that
the former two
zirconia
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As shown in Figure 5, in retrieval #11, the MT area and the centre of the articulating surface were
characterized by not significantly different Vm values, but significantly higher than the border control
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4. Discussion
In this study, eleven Biolox® delta femoral heads affected by MT were analysed in different
regions, i.e., their border, near the centre of the articulating surface, and in the MT region.
Unfortunately, the measurement of the Vm value before implantation is not clinically possible
and this information has never been reported in previous retrieval studies.
The suitability of the retrievals border as a reliable control area for comparison could be questioned,
since the monoclinic zirconia content in this area could be different from that before implantation,
due to hydrothermal ageing phenomenon. In fact, it is well known that water alone may trigger
zirconia phase transformation, so in vivo permanence could have altered, to a certain extent, the
monoclinic content also in the border unworn area of the retrievals. This hypothesis could be rejected
on the basis of the Vm values measured in depth in the samples, i.e., 100 µm below the surface, where
hydrothermal ageing and mechanical solicitations able to trigger the zirconia phase transformation
should be negligible. As shown in Figure S4, Supplementary Material, for all the analysed retrievals,
Vm values measured 100 µm below the surface were not significantly different compared to those
obtained from the border, suggesting that the latter region represents a reliable control area for
comparison. This result was obtained also for retrieval #3, which had the highest follow-up among
the analysed samples (5.4 years). Our results showed that an in vivo ageing as long as 5.4 years
did not alter the zirconia phase distribution in Biolox® delta femoral heads. These results are in
agreement with the Raman in-depth profiling mapping of Biolox® delta retrievals recently reported
by Pezzotti et al. [38]: also for their samples, the Vm content measured 100 µm below the surface
was not noticeably different with respect to the average value measured on the sample surface in the
control non-wear zone. On the other hand, our finding is in agreement with earlier studies on Biolox®
delta femoral heads where the authors did not report any significant tetragonal to monoclinic phase
transformation after environmental exposure to water vapour [1,39]. Conversely, more recent studies
have reported that Biolox® delta femoral heads underwent significant phase changes after in vitro
accelerated aging tests [40].
FWHM of R1 and R2 bands and Vm values measured in the unworn control areas of
retrievals showed a generally decreasing tendency as a function of the implantation year (Figure S2,
Supplementary Material, right). The general sharpening of R1 and R2 bands may be interpreted as a
sign of a sharper distribution of residual stress states. Moreover, from 1999 to 2011 a general decrease of
the monoclinic content was observed. Both these behaviours suggest that the manufacturer generally
improved the material properties in this time period, confirming our previous findings [13]. However,
batch-to-batch variations seem to be present: with regards to the five retrievals dated back to 2010,
their Vm values appeared quite dispersed (Figure 5), ranging between 0.060 ± 0.004 and 0.023 ± 0.01.
This result is in agreement with the study by Bal et al., which has reported a broad range of monoclinic
contents also for even more recent components [41].
FWHM values of R1 and R2 bands showed significant variation among the unworn control
area, the central region and the MT zone of retrievals #2, #6, #9, and #10 (Figure 3); stress related
to MT phenomenon and loading in the centre of the articulating surface led to a sharpening of the
photoemission bands. However, no significant changes in the wavenumber position of R1 and R2
bands were detected. The latter result, although already reported by Grabner [30], as well as in our
previous studies [13,42–44], could be surprising, considering that the wavenumber shift of R1 and R2
bands has been reported to be more stress sensitive than their width (the stress dependence of these
parameters is about 2.46, 2.50 cm−1 /GPa and less than 1 cm−1 /GPa, respectively [27,45]). Our result
can be explained by considering that stress values reported for alumina in similar alumina–zirconia
composites were below 100 MPa [46] and, thus, band shifts appeared undetectable under the used
experimental setup. On the other hand, in a polycrystalline material, although the average stress
over the material must be zero, variations in stress from one grain to another can cause changes in
FWHM values.
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The sharpening of R1 and R2 bands in the above mentioned samples may be explained
through the micro-cracking effect, which causes a reduction of the width of Gaussian residual stress
distribution [47]; the same result was obtained for a fractured alumina femoral head tested under
severe wear conditions [42]. For retrievals #6 and #9, the MT area showed a sharpening of R1 and R2
bands, which was not observed in the centre of the articulating surface (Figure 3), suggesting that
only stress related to the MT phenomenon induced micro-cracking in these samples. Conversely, for
femoral head #10, both MT and loading in the centre of the articulating surface induced this effect.
Femoral head #4 showed a behaviour different from all the other retrievals; although not
significant, FWHM values underwent a certain increase in the MT area. As described by Grabner [30],
the broadening of photoemission bands could be seen as a variation in the distribution of the residual
stress states; in particular, the micro-stress could vary from one crystallite to another, causing a
broadening of the bands. Moreover, in polycrystalline materials the variations in stress, from one
grain to another, cause a widening of the photoemission bands due to the superposition of features
originated from individual photoemitter volumes [26].
The average micro-Raman spectra reported in Figure 4 showed that both tetragonal and
monoclinic phases underwent compressive stresses following implantation, in agreement with the
results reported by a recent study on in vivo worn retrievals [48]. In fact, going from the control border
to the centre and MT areas of sample #11, the bands at 268 cm−1 (tetragonal zirconia) and 381 cm−1
(monoclinic zirconia) shifted to 266 and 382 cm−1 , respectively, i.e., to opposite directions. A similar
behaviour, already detected in our previously analysed Biolox® delta and zirconia retrievals [13,15,16],
is not surprising since the band at 381 cm−1 has a negative piezospectroscopic coefficient, while for the
band at 268 cm−1 the piezospectroscopic coefficient is positive [49].
Raman spectroscopy plays an important role in determining the monoclinic zirconia content
in Biolox® delta; the Vm parameter results of primary importance because it is well known that the
tetragonal to monoclinic transition may compromise the mechanical strength of the material [7,8] and
its long-term lifetime and stability [9,10].
Figure 5 showed significant differences between Vm values calculated in the border control area
and in the centre of the articulating surface in retrievals #2, #4, #7, #9, and #11, confirming that the
centre of the articulating surface may undergo significant Vm increases upon stress, related to the
service [13]. Similarly, significant differences were found between Vm values obtained in the border
and MT areas in retrievals #1, #2, #4, #5, #7, #9, #10, and #11. Only for femoral head #2, the Vm value
measured in the MT area was significantly higher than the one measured in the central area and both
these contents were higher than in the border. Therefore, only for this retrieval, stress related to MT
appeared a more severe condition able to induce zirconia phase transformation. For all the other
retrievals, stresses related to loading in the central region and to MT phenomenon in the corresponding
area were conducive to a zirconia phase transformation of nearly the same extent; in other words,
for most retrievals, the two stress conditions did not appear significantly different with regards to
the above mentioned transformation, as observed for previously-analysed zirconia retrievals [15].
From the graphs reported in Figure S3, Supplementary Material, it appears clear that Vm increases
observed in the centre and MT areas were not related to the follow-up time, in agreement with Parkes
et al. [50]. Among the retrievals that showed the most significant increases, some had been implanted
for less than one year (#4, #5, #7, #9, #10). Such an unexpected transformation was observed also
by Zhu et al., in short-term retrieved Biolox® delta-on-metal hip implants [51]. These authors have
suggested that frictionally-driven metal transfer to the ceramic lattice destabilizes the chemistry of its
surface and results in abnormally high Vm values in short-term retrievals. This phenomenon may also
explain the results obtained in the present study on the MT-affected Biolox® delta femoral heads.
Data reported in Figure 5 showed that Vm values depend on the optical conditions used, especially
in the MT area of the retrievals. Vm depth profiling analyses (Figure 6) carried out in the MT
area allowed to clarify that the phase transformation involved different depths in different samples.
As shown in Figure 7, retrievals #1 and #5 showed the lowest % Vm decrease within the first 20 µm
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of sample depth. However, for the former the % Vm decrease in the first 40 µm of sample depth was
comparable, while for the latter it was significantly higher, as observed also for retrieval #2. This trend
would suggest that in femoral head #1, no further Vm decrease occurred between 20 and 40 µm, as
also observable in Figure 6a; in other words, at a 40 µm depth the material has already attained a Vm
Materials 2017, 10, 744
10 of 14
value
not significantly different from that measured in border control area. Conversely, for retrievals
#2 and #5, Vm continued to also decrease below 40 µm (as also shown in Figure 6a), and the Vm values
Vm value not significantly different from that measured in border control area. Conversely, for
characteristic of border control area were attained at higher depths. The data reported in Figure 7
retrievals #2 and #5, Vm continued to also decrease below 40 µm (as also shown in Figure 6a), and the
showed that for retrievals #3, #7, #8, #9, #10, and #11, no significant differences were observed between
Vm values characteristic of border control area were attained at higher depths. The data reported in
the % Vm decreases within the first 20 and 40 µm, and for these samples the Vm values characteristic
Figure 7 showed that for retrievals #3, #7, #8, #9, #10, and #11, no significant differences were observed
of border control area were already attained at a 20 µm depth.
between the % Vm decreases within the first 20 and 40 µm, and for these samples the Vm values
Raman spectroscopy has been widely used to investigate the mechanism of tetragonal to
characteristic of border control area were already attained at a 20 µm depth.
monoclinic transformation. In general, the Mehl-Avrami-Johnson theory describes the phase
Raman spectroscopy has been widely used to investigate the mechanism of tetragonal to
transformation of solids at constant temperature [52]. According to this model, the dependence
monoclinic transformation. In general, the Mehl-Avrami-Johnson theory describes the phase
of Vm monoclinic content on the ageing time is expressed by the following equation [23,40,52]:
transformation of solids at constant temperature [52]. According to this model, the dependence of Vm
 by the
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Figure 8. Plot of ln(ln(1 − V 0 /1 − Vm)) versus ln(t), where t is the follow-up, V 0 is the average
Figure 8. Plot of ln(ln(1 − Vm /1 − Vm )) versus ln(t), where t is the follow-up, Vm is the average
monoclinic content obtained from the Raman spectra of the unworn border area of the retrievals, and
monoclinic content obtained from the Raman spectra of the unworn border area of the retrievals, and
Vm is the average monoclinic content obtained from the Raman analysis (a) near the centre of the
Vm is the average monoclinic content obtained from the Raman analysis (a) near the centre of the
articulating surface using optical conditions (a) in the present study and in a previous one [13], and
articulating surface using optical conditions (a) in the present study and in a previous one [13], and (b)
(b) near the MT region using optical conditions (b).
near the MT region using optical conditions (b).
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value of 1, according
Mehl–Avrami–Johnson
[53],
refers to nucleation only. A value
between 3 and 4 indicates a nucleation and three-dimensional growth behaviour and was observed
for unconstrained zirconia (Y-TZP), where no matrix prevents transformation [10]. On the contrary,
n values close to 4 reveal that the main contribution to the kinetics of transformation comes from the
growth of pre-existing monoclinic nuclei [7].
As previously observed by Deville et al. [10], values as low as those obtained in the present study
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A value of 1, according to the Mehl–Avrami–Johnson law [53], refers to nucleation only. A value
between 3 and 4 indicates a nucleation and three-dimensional growth behaviour and was observed
for unconstrained zirconia (Y-TZP), where no matrix prevents transformation [10]. On the contrary, n
values close to 4 reveal that the main contribution to the kinetics of transformation comes from the
growth of pre-existing monoclinic nuclei [7].
As previously observed by Deville et al. [10], values as low as those obtained in the present study
suggest that the growth stage is absent and the nucleation stage is not occurring as freely as it would in
unconstrained zirconia: the alumina matrix prevents the propagation of transformation and partially
avoids nucleation of the monoclinic phase.
5. Conclusions
Eleven Biolox® delta femoral heads retrieved from patients after different periods (ranging
between 0.1 and 5.4 years) were analysed in different areas, i.e., in their border, at the centre of
the articulating surface and in the MT region. Although the number of the analysed retrievals was
small, the results obtained allowed to gain more insights into the wear behaviour of Biolox® delta hip
prostheses on a molecular scale.
The suitability of the border of the retrievals as a reliable control area for comparison was
demonstrated; the in vivo permanence for 5.4 years was found to not alter the Vm monoclinic content
in the border control area of Biolox® delta femoral heads. Both photoemission and Raman analyses
confirmed, as already reported [13], that the manufacturer improved the material properties since
the introduction of Biolox® delta into the market; however, batch-to-batch differences seem to be still
present, in agreement with other studies [38,40].
Only for one retrieval (i.e., #2), stress related to MT appeared a more severe condition able
to induce zirconia phase transformation. For all other retrievals, stresses related to loading in the
central region and to MT phenomenon in the corresponding area were conducive to a zirconia phase
transformation of nearly the same extent. For most retrievals, the phase transition in the MT area
involved less than 20 µm. With regards to photoemission measurements, the MT area behaved
differently from the centre of the articulating surface in only two femoral heads, where micro-cracking
was observed.
Supplementary Materials: The following figures are available online at www.mdpi.com/1996-1944/10/7/744/s1,
Figure S1: Average FWHM values (FWHM ± standard deviation) of R1 and R2 bands obtained from the fitting of
the emission spectra recorded under optical conditions (c) in different areas of the explanted Biolox® delta femoral
heads. When present, different letters on the histogram bars indicate significant differences among the areas
of each retrieval. Figure S2: Trend of the FWHM of R1 (a) and R2 (b) photoemission bands and Vm monoclinic
zirconia content (c) measured in the border control areas of the retrievals as a function of the implantation year.
Left: single retrievals data from the present study and reference [13]; right: average data from the present study
and reference [13]. Figure S3: The trend of the % Vm increase observed in the centre and MT areas of the retrievals
under study as a function of follow-up. The % Vm increase was calculated with respect to the control border of
the same femoral head, under the same optical conditions (a) or (b). Figure S4: Vm values measured 100 µm below
the surface of retrievals #1, #2, #3, #5, #7, #8, #9, #10, #11 in depth profiling analyses and in their border control
area under optical conditions (b).
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